Walk or drive on

Removed with a twist, this brought-breaking bollard leaves nothing but a flat, strong, weight-bearing surface

Innovative removable stainless-steel bollard

This new removable stainless-steel bollard from Furphy Foundry introduces an innovative solution to a long-standing problem associated with removable bollards.

When the bollard is removed, a permanent, solid, flat surface is all that remains. No trip hazards and with a weight-bearing threshold that can easily accommodate vehicular and pedestrian movement.

Features include:

• No additional lock required to secure the cap when the bollard is in or out
• No hinges, springs, therefore far less likely to break
• Lock/key only 50mm above the ground – less moving parts
• Bollard removed with just an unlock/easy twist.

This removable stainless steel bollard is one product with the Furphy Foundry Impact and Pedestrian Protection range, street furniture designed to ensure safety for crowded places or wherever pedestrians are present near roads.

With a 150-year history, Furphy Foundry is renowned for robust products that stand the test of time.

For more information contact your Furphy Foundry Project Consultant

www.furphyfoundry.com.au
or phone 1300 768 230